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Abstract
The significance of avian models for studying pathological processes including carcinogenesis, both from a
chemical and from a biological viewpoint, has been already clearly demonstrated. The in ovo models appear to be the
missing link between the in vitro and the in vivo experiments. This approach has considerable advantages: the tests are
rapid, less expensive than animal experiments, less hazardous to the personnel, performing the experiments and they
have reliable endpoints. Examples include preneoplastic liver lesions in embryonic avian livers in the In Ovo
Carcinogenisity Assay (IOCA) and the induction of micronuclei in embryonic avian erythrocytes in hen’s egg test for
micronucleus induction (HET-MN). In addition, the use of avian embryos in embryotoxicity testing is discussed.
Key words: embryonic avian, experimental carcinogencity, foci altered hepatocyte, rats liver foci.

used and have wide application. They are
recognized by various organizations such as
the ''International Agency for Research on
Cancer'' (IARC, 1998) and the '' International
Conference on Harmonization'' (ICH, 1997)
as potential biological models for proving
carcinogens. The two classic prototypes used
for short-term carcinogenic tests in rodents
are the skin of mice (MST) and the liver of
rats with foci (RLF) of altered hepatocytes
(FAH).
However,
experimentally
carcinogenesis in other organs and systems as
well. The essence of the models is based on
early detection of pre-neoplastic lesions in the
target organs since it is considered that they
have the ability to progress to malignant
tumors. In these experiments a number of
substances and compounds have been tested
in order to prove their potential to induce
neoplastic alterations (Williams and Whysner,
1996).
For the welfare of laboratory animals, and for
shortening the time for experimentation, in
ovo tests on embryos from various birds have
been developed. Avian embryos are one of the
newest and most promising alternative models
of short-term experiments on genotoxicity
Tempel et al. (1992) and carcinogenicity

INTRODUCTION
Neoplastic diseases are one of the biggest
problems of mankind. So far many of the
causes leading to the development of
malignancies have been explored. However,
there are still many unproven factors
responsible for their occurrence (Doll and
Peto, 1981; Schmahl et al, 1989). The
mechanisms through which these factors exert
their effect are also not fully elucidated. The
discovery of new and rapid methods for
proving these causes is crucial. Nowadays a
large number of experimental models in
laboratory rodents for proving carcinogenic,
mutagenic and toxic effects of various
substances that are potentially hazardous to
both people and animals (Weisburger, 1999;
Iatropoulos et al., 2001; Pitot et al., 2007).
The main carcinogenicity studies have been
conducted mainly on rats and mice and are
considered by most regulatory agencies
worldwide as the'' golden standard'' (Enzmann
et al., 1998a; 1998b). In relation to these
studies long-term and short-term in vivo
models using different rodents have been
developed (Weisburger and Williams, 1984).
The short-term tests are the most commonly
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skin tumors in mice was conducted by
(Friedwald and Rous, 1944). A little later
similar studies were also conducted by
(Berenblum and Shubik, 1947). These same
authors introduced the concept of the two
stages of carcinogenesis - initiation and
promotion. Initiation is the formation of
neoplastic cells and promotion is the
facilitation of their growth into a tumor
formation (Berenblum, 1974). The models of
chemical carcinogenesis in mouse skin were
further developed by Slaga (1986) and
(DiGiovanni, 1992). For induction of
carcinogenic effects on the skin of the same
animals species Yuspa (1986) used as
chemical
agents
polycyclic
aromatic
hydrocarbons,
alkylating
agents
and
nitrosamines. The same author, after
administration of these substances, ascertained
a rapid and uncontrolled growth of epidermal
cells in the test mice. The epithelial tumor cell
progression, according to Kinzel et al. (1986)
is associated with impaired DNA replication
and synthesis, and according to Furstenberger
et al. (1989) also with the genotoxic effects of
the chemical carcinogen. Therefore, Yamasaki
et al. (1992) proposed a classification of the
carcinogens that defines them as genotoxic
and non-genotoxic. The multivariant models
of mouse skin carcinogenesis have
necessitated the use of animals with and
without fur for a greater reliability of the tests
(Sundberg et al., 1997). In summary, the use
of the skin of such laboratory animals as a
multistage model for proving the effect of
various carcinogens can also be successfully
used as a screening system (Enzmann et al.,
1998a).
The liver of rats and mice is also a commonly
used model for testing the carcinogenic
effects of chemical substances. The foci of
altered hepatocytes in these species are widely
used as a short-term model for determination
of different substances, leading to hepatic
neoplasias (Bannasch, 1986a; Ito et al., 1989).
The positive results from these experiments
are consequence of the greatest capality of the
liver for bioactivation of carcinogens
Weisburger and Williams (1982) and, hence,
the successful formation of hepatic
preneoplastic lesions. FAHs are very good are
indicators for the effects of various chemical

(Enzmann et al., 1995a; Enzmann and
Brunnemann, 1997) by testing various
chemicals.
The
conducted
in
ovo
carcinogenicity tests (IOCA) leads to the
development of preneoplastic liver lesions
that comprise eosinophilic and basophilic foci
of altered hepatocytes (FAH). The same
authors state that at least one of these foci
(basophilic FAHs) have the ability to develop
into
hepatocellular
carcinomas.
The
significance of avian embryos as successful
models for the study of chemical
carcinogenesis is confirmed by (Williams et
al., 2010). Other researchers, such as Wolf et
al. (2007), use avian model to prove the
mutagenic effect of various substances after
detection of micronuclei in embryonic
chicken erythrocytes (HET-MN test).
CARCINOGENICITY MODELS
A large part of the experiments for proving the
carcinogenic effect of various compounds
have been conducted mainly on rodents. There
exist statements that the use of well-defined
preneoplastic lesions in various organs of rats
and mice as end point in carcinogenicity
testing
can
reduce
the
period
of
experimentation under 2 years (Enzmann et
al., 1998b). The use of rodents in the
experimental chemical carcinogenicity models
is of great importance based on the similarity
in the pathogenesis of different types of cancer
in humans and used experimental animals
(Bannasch 1986; 1986b). According to
Weisburger and Williams (1984), there is an
increasing interest and usage of preneoplastic
lesions in rodents as an early indicator of the
carcinogenic activity of various substances
and similar approach was used by JacobsonKram (2010) for tested the effect of various
pharmaceutical products on rodents. In
experimental models with laboratory animals
for proving mutagenicity and carcinogenicity a
variety of chemicals have been tested, whereas
the most commonly used were nitrosamines
(Williams et al., 1993; Enzmann et al., 1995).
The two most commonly used prototypes of
short-term carcinogenesis in rodents are the
skin of mice (MST) and the liver of rats with
foci (RLF) of altered hepatocytes (FAH).
Leading research on the carcinogens that cause
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to
iron
oxide,
was
administered
intratracheally for the induction of tumor
lesions in the respiratory tract of Syrian
golden hamsters (Wolterbeek et al., 1995b).
Hard (1986) conducts multiple studies in
experimental renal carcinogenesis using
various chemicals. He considers the
emergence of atypical tubular hyperplasia or
modified tubules - a lesion related to the
development of renal cell carcinoma.
According to Dietrich and Swenberg (1991)
the increased accumulation of glycogen in the
epithelial cells of the renal tubules plays a
major role in the development of renal
carcinomas. Bannasch et al. (1986)
considered that positive histochemical
reaction for detection of altered carbohydrate
metabolism could be also an early indicator of
neoplasias in these organs. For provoking
chemical carcinogenesis in kidneys of rats
Hiasa et al. (1991) used N-ethyl-Nhydroxyethyl nitrosamine. The same team
claimed that proliferating basophilic tubular
cells should be reported as preneoplastic
conditions that have the potential to develop
into renal cell carcinomas.
For experimental verification of chemicals
acting as carcinogens on the urinary bladder
in rats Hicks and Chowaniec (1977)
successfully used intravesically applicated Nmethyl-N-nitrozourea. Fukushima et al.
(1983) conducted an experiment by applying
N-nitrozobutyl (4-hydroxybutyl) amine in the
drinking water of rats for a period of four
weeks. This experimental model can be
further accelerated by the combined
administration of the tested carcinogen with
uracil (Masui et al., 1988). The effect of the
tested substance is assessed by the presence of
hyperplasia, papillomatous growths and
cancerous muconasal alterations.
In experimental models of pancreatic
carcinogenesis Longnecker and Curphey
(1975) used azaserine. In other experimental
settings Longnecker et al. (1985), applied Nnitroso (2-hydroxypropyl) (2-oxopropyl)
amine. The same authors found preneoplastic
lesions and cancerous formations in the
pancreatic acini after exposure to these
carcinogens. Others, such as Chu et al. (1997)
used the same substance as the initiator of the

carcinogens and can be readily observed using
conventional techniques and methods
(Williams, 1980; Moore and Kitagawa, 1986).
Sasaki and Yoshida (1935) were the first who
discovered and documented that the
development FAHs preceded the appearance
of chemically induced liver tumors.
Basophilic foci of hepatocytes were in the
center of interest and were studied by
(Bannasch et al., 1989a). The same team
considered the development of eosinophilic
foci of altered hepatocytes also important.
They point out the fact that in comparison
with the basophilic, the eosinophilic foci are
less involved in the mechanism of liver
carcinogenesis. It is proven that the basophilic
cell foci are preneoplastic lesions that
progress to hepatocellular carcinomas
(Enzmann and Bannasch, 1987; Bannasch et
al., 1989b). Preneoplastic foci of altered
hepatocytes were often detected in the liver of
experimental rodents as well as in the liver of
people with increased risk of liver tumors
(Fischer et al., 1986).
It should be
emphasized that the FAH precede the
development of liver tumors, regardless of the
mechanism of induction of the carcinogenic
process, which according to various authors,
indicates that these focal lesions are a
mandatory step in hepatocarcinogenesis and
can be used as end points when testing of
chemical carcinogens (Bannasch, 1986a; Ito
et al., 1989). Similar experimental models
associated with chemical carcinogenesis in
the liver were conducted in mice by Tokumo
et al. (1991) and in hamsters by (Tanaka et
al., 1987).
In experimental lung carcinogenesis in
rodents Stoner et al. (1991) tested certain
classes of chemical substances such as
polycyclic
aromatic
hydrocarbons,
nitrosamines, nitroso ureas, carbamates,
hydrazines and certain metals.
In other experimental settings the lungs of
mice were used for proving the effects of
carcinogens such as 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide
Ymanaka et al. (1996), iron compounds Yano
et al. (1994) and oral administration of
glycerol (Inayama et al., 1986). The last
established a high percentage of lung
neoplasias in the test animals. In other
experiments, benzo [a] pyrene (BaP), bound
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carcinogens other than rodents. In some of the
experiments chicken embryos was used with
great success. The main goal of the authors
was shortening of the experimental period and
replacing the widely used laboratory rodents.
Nowadays, the alternative and much faster in
ovo tests using the chick embryo as a model
system exist. They can be used for
demonstrating the mutagenic, toxic and
carcinogenic effects of various chemicals in a
very short period of time. The alternative in
ovo tests can successfully fill the gap between
in vivo and in vitro carcinogenisity testing.

development of preneoplastic changes in the
pancreas of Syrian golden hamsters.
Silva et al. (1995) used benzo [a] pyrene
(BaP) for the induction of tumors in the
stomach of rats, administered once or twice a
week for four weeks, or until achieving effect.
Takahashi et al. (1986) used N-methyl-N'nitro-N-nitronitrosoguanidine for the same
purpose establishing preneoplastic lesions in a
40-week period of application of the
carcinogenic agent.
In the experimental models for proving small
intestine carcinogens Liendenschmidt et al.
(1987) achieved tumor growth in rats after a
two-week
application
of
1,2dimethylhydrazine. Jagadeesan et al. (1994)
used the same substance, again in rats, but
with exposure to the carcinogen for 9 weeks
and found preneoplastic changes in the small
intestine. In similar experimental models,
when conducted in mice, Nakamura et al.
(1974) successfully applied N-ethyl-N'-nitroN-nitrosoguanidine.
Studies on chemical carcinogenesis in rodents
showed that atypical crypt foci and increased
proliferation of epithelial cells are critical for
the development of colon carcinoma
(Yamashita et al., 1994). A model for proving
the carcinogenic effect of asbestos fibers on
the colon in rodents was successfully applied
(Corpet et al., 1993).
Various experimental models for induction of
tumors in the oral cavity of experimental
animals were developed (Fisker, 1990).
Neoplastic growths were also induced by
applying 4-nitroquinoline N-oxide on the hard
palate for 4 weeks (Johansson et al., 1989).
Other authors induced cancerous alteration of
the tongue using the same substance, but
applied in the drinking water over a period of
8 weeks (Tanaka et al., 1995).
Studies on the development of neoplastic
processes in the salivary glands of hamsters
and rats were conducted, using dimethylbenz
[a] anthracene pellets implanted in the
submandibular gland (Sheehan and Shklar,
1972). Authors reported that 8-10 weeks after
the application macroscopically well-defined
tumor changes in the salivary acini have been
observed.
Enzamann et al. (1992) started using
experimental models for proving chemical

IN OVO
(IOCA)

CARCINOGENICITY ASSAY

The in ovo carcinogenicity assays has been
described in detail by Enzmann et al. (1992;
1995a;
1995b)
and
(Enzmann
and
Brunnemann, 1997). Compared to the
experiments performed with rodents, they are
faster and much cheaper. The experiments for
analyzing various chemicals were most
frequently conducted on turkey and quail eggs
(Enzmann et al., 1992; 1996). The incubation
was carried out at a temperature of 37,5 ± 0,5
° C and a relative air humidity of 70% ± 10%.
The tests included inoculation with the tested
chemical carcinogen in the egg white of the
experimental eggs during first two hours of
incubation. The experiments are terminated 34 days before hatching and the lesions are
examined using routine histological and
histochemical methods (Enzmann et al.,
1995a; 1995b). In ovo tests can be applied for
the research of the action of chemical
carcinogens on different target organs. Until
now, most commonly the experiments have
been focused on liver carcinogenesis. This is
due to the fact that the liver is a target organ
for the action of different chemical
carcinogens (Ito et al., 1989). This organ had
been the subject of detailed study and
induction of preneoplastic liver lesions in
avian embryos, resulting in the development
of eosinophilic and basophilic foci of altered
hepatocytes (FAHs) (Enzmann et al., 1992).
In experiments performed on the liver of quail
embryos Enzmann et al. (1996), hyperplastic
adenomatous
lesions
(HAL)
were
demonstrated. In these experimental models,
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For the induction of mutagenic effects in
chicken embryos Wolf et al. (2010), used
methanesulfonic acid methyl ester (MMS),
cyclophosphamide (CP), ifosphamide (IF),
mitomycin C (MMC), 7,12-dimethyl-benz [a]
anthracene
(DMBA)
and
Nnitrosodimethylamine
(NDMA)
and
observed the presence of micronuclei in
embryonic erythrocytes and/or binucleated
erythrocytes.
The tests performed in ovo for liver testing of
genotoxic carcinogens revealed impairment of
mitochondrial DNA (mDNA) (Enzmann et
al., 1995b). Thus, it can be successfully used
as an endpoint in the genotoxicity testing of
different substances. mDNA is much more
sensitive to the effect of genotoxic chemicals,
compared to nuclear DNA (Singh and
Maniccia-Bozzo, 1990).
In order to compare the specificity of IOCA
with the models for carcinogenicity in rodents
it was necessary to test the effects of noncarcinogenic and non-mutagenic substances
such as caprolactam, mannitol and
nitrozoprolin on the liver of embryos of
turkeys and quail. In experimental models
with rats it has been found that these
chemicals do not have tumorigenic properties.
Mannitol is commonly used as a control
substance and is applied for validation of
short-term biological research (Bucher, 1998).
It has been established that these substances
did not induce FAHs in avian embryonic liver
and did not cause enlargement of cell nuclei,
although embryo mortality was high. This
proves that IOCA can be used for testing of
carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic substances
(Brunnemann et al., 2002).
Some chemical compounds require metabolic
activation to exert their carcinogenic effect. In
this regard, Perrone et al. (2004) studied the
biotransformation in embryonic turkey liver
and the release of DNA adducts after treating
the embryos with carcinogens. The results of
this experiment showed that great importance
of the following biotransformation enzymes:
7 - ethoxycoumarin de-ethylase (ECOD), 7 ethoxyresorufin de-ethylase (EROD), aldrin
epoxidase (ALD), epoxide hydrolase (EH ),
glutatione
s-transferase
(GST)
and
glucuronyltransferase (GLUT). It was found
that the levels of enzyme activity in a poultry

the most commonly used chemical
carcinogens were N - nitrosomorpholine,
urethane and diethylnitrosamine (DEN). In
these tests, Enzmann et al. (1992; 1995a)
demonstrated the similarity between the
FAHs induced in avian embryos and these in
the in vivo experiments with rodents. Other
authors (Jeffrey et al., 2011; Williams at al.,
2011a) also used in their experiments turkey
and chicken embryos for proving the
genotoxic effect of different substances. The
eosinophilic foci were composed of large
hepatocytes that appeared with an optically
empty cytoplasm and clearly separated from
the intact tissue. The basophilic foci were
represented by two types of cells - small
hepatocytes
with
slight
cytoplasmic
basophilia and large hepatocytes with intense
cytoplasmic basophilia. In some of the tests
carried out in ovo with DEN small and large
acidophilic and basophilic foci were often
found. Similar foci have always been found in
rodent after experiments on chemical liver
carcinogenesis by (Bannasch et al., 1989).
The exist evidence that these focal lesions
may progress to benign and malignant liver
tumors. Studies have shown that the
predominant sequence of cellular alterations
during hepatocarcinogenesis consists of
eosinophil and basophil cell populations.
Some authors claim that the same changes
have the ability to develop into hepatocellular
carcinomas (HCC) (Libbrecht et al., 2005).
Enzmann and Brunnemann (1997) suggesed
FAH to be used as endpoints in the in ovo
carcinogenicity assay (IOCA). Another
important preneoplastic lesion associated with
the formation of HCC is the occurrence of
trabecular structures constructed of basophilic
and eosinophilic hepatocytes (Enzmann et al.,
1992; Enzmann et al., 1995a). The same team
found significantly enlarged nuclei of
hepatocytes in avian embryos exposed to
chemical carcinogens. The effect on the
nuclear size depends on the dose and was
observed at doses that do not induce
preneoplastic lesions or toxic effects
(Wiemann et al., 1999). The presence of large
nuclei in combination with foci of altered
hepatocytes is a valuable criteria for the
assessment of chemically induced lesions in
the in ovo models (Enzmannetal, 1995a).
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hepatocytes, as well as nuclear atypia. The
sensitivity of in ovo tests is comparable to the
sensitivity of chemical carcinogenicity
experiments in rodents (Enzmann et al.,
1995a; 1995b). The in ovo testing has the
potency to distinguish carcinogenic from noncarcinogenic substances (Brunnemann et al.,
2002). Fertilized avian eggs and avian
embryos provide a multi-organ model for
testing of various carcinogens, mutagens and
genotoxins. Moreover, the amount of avian
embryonic tissues allow the performance of
morphological, biochemical and molecular
biological studies. The in ovo models can be
used for rapid screening of chemical that are
potentially dangerous to humans and animals.
In addition to the lower coast of the in ovo
experimentation, compared with in vivo tests,
of great importance is the fact that many
researchers preffer working with avian
embryos because of the low exposure of the
laboratory personnel to the tested chemicals
and the minimal negative health impact.

fetal liver (EROD <ALD <ECOD <GLUT
<EH <GST) was similar to that in the liver of
an adult rat (EROD <ECOD <ALD <GLUT
<EH <GST) (Perrone et al., 2004). The same
author demonstrated a similarity between the
DNA adducts and liver enzyme activity of
avian embryos with those of rats that were
inoculated with 2-acetylaminofluorene (2AAF) and benzo [a] pyrene (BaP). These
findings allow the application of the in ovo
tests as models for proving carcinogens that
require metabolic activation.
IOCA can be used for research related to the
molecular mechanisms of action of potential
chemical carcinogens or drugs leading to the
development of neoplasias. In support of this,
chick embryos were used as an experimental
model for proving the effect of phenobarbital
(Frueh et al., 1997). According to the same
author, the effect of the tested substance on
the embryonic liver should be analyzed by
DDRT-PCR (Differential Display of Reverse
Transcribed mRNA amplified by the
Polymerase Chain Reaction), which defines
the expression or suppression of a large
number of genes that represent the cellar
response to phenobarbital.
A number of alternative in ovo tests exist,
using the avian embryo as a model system.
They can be used to demonstrate mutagenic,
embryotoxic, and/or carcinogenic effects of
various chemicals for a short period of time.
In edition, it is apparent that in ovo tests can
successfully fill the gap between the in vivo
and in vitro experiments.
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